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Beauty
 
Your Beauty is like a piece of gold.
Your Beauty speaks for a friend.
Your Beauty is a powerful weapon.
Your Beauty is out of this world
Your Beauty is friendly.
Your Beauty is a book.
Your Beauty is more beautiful than a rose.
Your Beauty is 100% proof
Your Beauty is untouchable
Your Beauty is Undefined.
Your Beauty is Pure as much as god.
Your Beauty is limitless
so this beauty is by a god.
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Behaviour Of One
 
Love has only the power to provide the shape of any unshaped material.
And  hate has only the power to destroy the shape of any  we should always
respect love
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Birthday
 
Song, song in every song
You keep      smile &live long
Life will go on.
You get all the wishes.
But I think more than you.
So happy birthday to you.
[Amit kumarPolsar]
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Face
 
In your face, there is a different kind of smile.
shinning of ur eye is just like a sun shine,
Tears of ur eye is just like a rain drops
u r curly hair is just like a just a blessing of god
ur eye laces is just like a door of my friendship.
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Love
 
Oh my love
Thee my love
I just wanna die in your arm
Oh my love
 
Take my dreams from me
You are coming close to me
Tell me for you ever
Give ever your love
 
Oh my love
Coming across
Drawn in any eyes and
Live there.
 
Oh my love
Loving and around
Touching my heart you fell me your
Thee my love
You are in my heart
You have stolen it from  my heart
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Love Like A Tree
 
Fall but fall like a seed.
Grow but grow like a tree.
shade but shade like a tree.
make friend but like a tree.
speak but speak like a tree.
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My Heart
 
my heart is waiting to say good morning
, my heart is waiting to reply you.
my heart is waiting to wish you a very good morning.
my heart is waiting to say you sorry if i hurt  you.
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The Boy
 
The boy who is full of difficulty.
The boy who is full of challanges.
The boy who is full of fearless.
The boy who is full of energy.
The boy who is full of intelligency.
The boy who is full of emotion.
The boy who is full of creative.
The boy who is full of problem.
The boy who has all these things are called Amit kumar polsar
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True Birthday
 
your birthday, may give you full of joy
your birthday, may give you full of enjoy
your birthday, may give you full of respect
your birthday, may full fill your all desire
 
Happy birthday, to a beautiful soul
Happy birthday, to a wonderful heart
Happy birthday, to a gentle soul
Happy birthday, to a great you
Happy happy birthday to a once in a lifetime kind of person
Happy birthday to you Neil
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